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 One touch of the accelerator and the moonlit streets become a blur as you lay waste to all who stand in your way. Crash into
dozens of other cars, race at top speeds, jump on trains, shoot out exhaust pipes and enjoy an unforgettable experience. Also,

don't forget to check out the latest Play of the Month: Recent changes: v2.1.8 Several minor performance boosts and fixes
Tweaked the jump over trains. They're now all the same speed on the platform. When over-speeding on the street, if you speed
up so much that you overshoot the next block, you'll now decelerate to a safe speed. There is now a hint which tells you to hit

the yellow indicator and will not show up on the next lap When you're in the first lane and reach the center line, the next player
now gets yellow, as well When you beat a B-spec vehicle, your vehicle now goes back to the previous B-spec vehicle you beat.

Fixed a rare crash that could happen when starting a race. Fixed a crash that could happen when exiting in a race when the
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winner hasn't finished. The game is now compatible with Steam's Game Play Back functionality. Some minor visual polish and
audio fixes. v2.1.7 Fixed an issue with the "lap" counter where it was resetting after each player kills an opponent on an angled
stretch of track. Slight visual changes to the indicators. Fixed an issue where a number of cars were floating above the track on

the "Special" difficulty. Fixed a visual issue on certain screens where the player couldn't see certain cars. Fixed a number of
crashes that could happen when starting races. v2.1.6 Fixed a rare crash that could happen when you saved your game. Tweaked
the HUD to make it more readable. Fixed a crash that could happen when exiting from a single-player race. Fixed some minor
visual issues. v2.1.5 Lap markers now only take up 1/3 of the HUD to make room for other information. Every now and then,

one player's car will appear out of nowhere to 82157476af
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